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Background
The Pine Haven No. 2 Well was drilled as part of the Wyoming Water Development
Commission's (WWDC) Pine Haven Well - Level II Project following recommendations
made in the Pine Haven Master Plan - Level I - Reconnaissance Study (2000) performed
by Stetson Engineering, inc. of Gillette, Wyoming. The Level I study evaluated the existing
Pine Haven water supply system, identified needed improvements, and determined the
feasibility of expanding the existing system to meet future needs.
The Level I study identified that the existing water supply system, with only the single well,
is rapidly being outpaced by the population growth in Pine Haven. It was also identified
that the single Madison Formation well, on which Pine Haven currently depends, could
leave the Town vulnerable in the event of a pump and/or well failure. This would force the
Town of Pine Haven to depend on trucked water to meet its demands until the well and/or
pump could be replaced. The Town of Pine Haven decided to try to meet their projected
growth needs with an additional Madison well. To determine the potential of meeting the
projected demands from an additional well, the Town of Pine Haven applied for and was
successful in seeking funding from the WWDC under a Level II study to drill a Madison
Formation test well. This report summarizes the findings of this test drilling program and
the estimated costs required to tie the new well into the existing Pine Haven water supply
system.

Location
The Town of Pine Haven is located in northeastern
Wyoming and is surrounded on the west, north and
east sides by Keyhole Reservoir. The Pine Haven No.
2 well is located within the limits of the Town of Pine
Haven proper. The well is located in the SE% of the
NW% of Section 5, Township 50 North, Range 66
West.
Geology
Regionally, the Pine Haven No.2 Well site is located
on the western flank of the Black Hills Uplift in Crook
County, Wyoming. Locally, the well is situated on the
southeast flank of the southern plunging nose of the
Pine Ridge Anticline.
The Pine Haven No. 2 well penetrates the entire stratigraphic sequence from the Lower
Cretaceous Skull Creek shale to the Ordovician Winnipeg Formation. The top of the
Madison Formation was encountered at a depth below grade of 2,498 feet and was 670
feet thick. Sandstones, shales, siltstones, gypsum, limestones and dolomites typify the
stratigraphy of the formations penetrated by the Pine Haven No.2 well.
Structurally, the Pine Haven No. 2 well is located on the southeast flank of the southern
plunging limb of the northwest to southeast trending Pine Ridge Anticline.
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Hydrogeology
As mentioned previously, the Pine Haven No.
2 well is located close to the axis on the
southern plunging nose of the Pine Ridge
Anticline. The existing Keyhole No. 1 Well
and the wells in the Gillette Madison Well
Field located six miles to the north of Pine
Haven are all located in close proximity to this
structural fold. Based on the production from
the existing Keyhole No. 1 Well and from the
Gillette Madison Well Field, there is a welldeveloped fracture system associated with
the structural folding in the Keyhole Reservoir
area.
The Keyhole No. 1 Well is located
approximately 1,625 feet north and east of
the Pine Haven No. 2 Well. The Keyhole
No.1 Well, based on reported drilling depths,
penetrates the entire stratigraphic sequence
from the Lower Cretaceous Skull Creek Shale
to and possibly through the Cambrian
Deadwood Formation.
A 24-hour constant rate pump test was performed on the Keyhole No. 1 well as part of the
WWDC Level I study. The well was produced at a constant rate of 112 gpm and had 96
feet of associated drawdown in the 24-hour pump test period (specific capacity of 1.2
gpm/ft). The analyses of the drawdown and recovery data show that the Keyhole No. 1
well is very similar to the non-cavernous wells in the Gillette Madison well field. This would
suggest that the well is located in a fracture system, but the fractures have not been further
enhanced into large solution caverns.
Well Construction
Site preparation began on August 16, 2002 and was completed on August 20, 2002.
Wyoming Casing Service, a subcontractor to Cyclone Drilling, Inc., mobilized to the site on
August 20, 2002, drilled a 22-inch diameter
borehole to 40 feet below ground level (bgl),
and then set and cemented in place, 40 feet,
of 16-inch, 0.219-inch wall thickness, surface
casing. Cyclone drilled out from under the
surface casing with a bottom hole assembly
consisting of a Polycrystalline Diamond Cutter
(PDC) bit, a mud motor and six (6) 8-inch drill
collars. The PDC bit was used to drill to a
depth of 1,602 feet bgl in 36 hours (drilling rate
of approximately 45 feet per hour (ftlhr)). On
August 23, 2002, after drilling into the Opeche
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shale, the PDC bit and mud motor were replaced with a 12%-inch, tri-cone, insert-journal
bearing, rock bit and the borehole was advanced to a depth of 2,419 feet bgl. The 12%inch borehole was completed on August 27, 2002. After the 9%-inch casing was set,
cemented in place, and the cement allowed to cure for 18 hours, drilling of the 8%-inch
borehole commenced. The bit was advanced to the total depth of 3,221 feet bgl. Drilling of
the Pine Haven No.2 well was completed on August 29, 2002.
On August 27, 2002, fifty-four (54) joints of 9%-inch, 36 Ib/ft, J-55 steel casing was set and
cemented in place in the 12%-inch borehole. The casing was landed without any problems
at a depth of 2,418 feet bgl. After the casing was landed, the 9%-inch casing was
cemented in place with 620 sacks of "light" cement with 3% CaCI2 and % Ib/sack of flocele
(slurry volume - 1.84 cubic feet per sack of cement (cu.ftlsk» followed by 130 sacks of type
"G" cement with 30/0 CaCI 2 and % Ib/sack of flocele (1.15 cu.ft.lsk). At the conclusion of the
cementing operations approximately 40 barrels (bbls) of cement was circulated to the pits.
Open-hole geophysical logs were run on both the 12%-inch diameter borehole and on the
8%-inch diameter borehole. On August 27, 2002, prior to running the 9%-inch casing,
Goodwell, Inc. ran a Compensated Density log (density, caliper and gamma logs) and an
Induction Electrical log ((SP, gamma and resistivity logs) from 2,417 feet bgl to the surface
casing. On August 30, 2002, the 8%-inch diameter borehole was logged using the same
logging suite from near the bottom of the well, 3,212 feet bgl to the bottom of the 9%-inch
casing.
Based on the geophysical logs, it appeared that the lower portion of the Madison Aquifer
would not yield a great amount of water to the well. Because there was potentially no
contribution of flow from the bottom of the well, it was postulated that some of the material
forced into the well during pumping and development efforts would settle to the bottom.
Therefore, after the well had been developed and pump tested, an attempt was made to
measure the amount of fill present in the well. A bridge was encountered at 2,478 feet bgl
and all efforts to get the tool by this obstruction failed.
To clear the obstruction in the well, Cyclone picked up the 8%-inch bit and tripped back in
the hole. It required approximately 26,000 Ibs. of string weight to break through the
material that had bridged off the well. On September 11, 2002, a 7-inch slotted liner with a
Liner/hanger was set at 2,391 feet bgl.

Well Development
On August 30, 2002, the Contractor ran in 1,145 feet of 4%-inch 0.0. drill pipe for air
development. The well was air developed for approximately 22 hours using a compressor
rated at 950 cubic feet per minute at 350 psi. The developed water was a very dirty dark
red during the initial unload. The water had cleared substantially about 14 hours into the
development. The well would build up pressure and unload regularly approximately every
2% to 3 minutes throughout the air development. Air development operations were
concluded on August 31,2002. At the conclusion of the air development, operations were
shut down until September 4, 2002 when the test pump arrived to run the pumping test.
Construction of the Pine Haven No.2 Well is summarized in Table 2-1.
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TABLE 2-1
Pine Haven No.2 Well Summary
Owner:

WWDC

DEQ Permit to Construct Number:

DEQ/wWDC MOA

State Engineer Permit Number:

U.W.145164

Location:

SE%, NW%, Section 5, T50N, R66W

Surface Elevation:

4,270.74 feet MSL

Total Depth:

3,233 feet BGL

Formations Tops (GL):

Surface
126
232
376
490
878
962
1,542
1,572
1,648
2,498
3,168
3,221

Cretaceous Skull Creek
Cretaceous Fall River
Cretaceous Lakota
Jurassic Morrison
Jurassic Sundance
Jurassic Gypsum Springs
Triassic Spearfish
Permian Minnekahta
Permian Opeche
Permian Pennsylvanian Minnelusa
Mississipian Madison
Ordovician Winnipeg
Total depth

=22-inch

Hole Diameter (GL):

0- 47 ft
47-2,418ft
2,418 - 3,221 ft

Casing (GL):

0- 40 ft
0- 2,418 ft
2,391 - 2572 ft

Drilling and Completion Dates:

August 16, 2002 to September 11,2002

Development Dates:

August 30-31,2002

Testing Dates:

September 5-9,2002

Drilling Contractor:

Cyclone Drilling - Gillette, Wyoming
Equipment:

Cementing Contractor:

=12%-inch
=8%-inch
= 16-inch 0.0. surface casing

=9%-inch 0.0. 36 Iblft, API J-55 steel casing
=7-inch slotted liner

Cyclone Rig #8

First Energy (Sun Cementing) - Gillette, Wyoming

Geophysical Logging Contractor:
Goodwell, Inc. - Upton, Wyoming
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Step Testing
A step test on September 5,
2002 initiated the aquifer
testing of the Pine Haven No.
2 well.
To insure that the
casing storage effects were
overcome during the first step,
discharge during this step was
continued until the water level
in the well had started to
stabilize.

PINE HAVEN WELL NO.2
STEP TEST
September 5, 2002
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changed at the end of the first step to a 4-inch orifice plate. Table 3-1 is a summation of
the step test.
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TABLE 3-1
Pine Haven Noo 2 Well
S peciofIC Capaciofles
Discharge
(gpm)

Drawdown
(ft)

Specific
Capacity
(gpm/ft)

100

101.6

0.98

150

128.8

1.16

200

192.9

1.04

250

254.7

0.98

300

322.2

0.93

Constant Rate Drawdown Test
After conducting the step test, the well was allowed to recover for approximately 17 hours
and then a constant rate test was started on September 6, 2002. Even though the well is
capable of producing 300 gpm or more, a discharge rate of 250 gallons per minute was
chosen for the constant rate test because of limitations with the test pump. The same flow
and water level measurement equipment that was used for the step test was used for the
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constant rate test. The flowrate was monitored using an 8inch by 4-inch orifice weir and
the water level was monitored
using an airline set 840 feet
below ground level and a 200psi gage. The drawdown data
were then plotted on semilogarithmic paper and analyzed
using
the
non-equilibrium
method developed by Cooper
and Jacob (1946).

Pine Haven Wen No.2
Constant Rate Test
September 6-9, 2002
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most of the assumptions on which the non-equilibrium equation was based for determining
the transmissivity of the aquifer are violated. However, it does provide a useful means of
comparing the responses of different wells, when tested under similar conditions, and it
does allow one to compare the production potential from different wells in gross
generalities.
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Constant Rate Recovery Test
After pumping the well at a
constant rate of 250 gpm for 72
hours, the pump was turned off
and recovery measurements
were taken for 6 hours at which
time the water level recovered to
97% of the original static water
level. The later data indicate a
transmissivity of about 5,700
gpd/ft, which is in agreement with
calculated
the
transmissivity
using the drawdown data from
the constant rate test.
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Pine Haven Wen No.2
Constant Rate Recovery Test
September 9, 2002
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Well Test Summary
Comparing the results of the aquifer and well tests performed on the Pine Haven No.2 Well
with the aquifer tests from the Key Hole No. 1 Well (Pine Haven's existing well) and the
wells in the Gillette Madison Well Field, it is apparent that the Pine Haven No.2 Well is very
similar to the Key Hole No.1 Well and the non-cavernous Gillette Madison wells.

Using the second order equation developed by Jacob (Driscoll, 1986) to express the
laminar and turbulent components of drawdown (s = SO + C0 2 ) an estimate of the pumping
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level associated with different pumping rates could be made. The estimation of the
pumping level is the critical component in determining the production potential from the
Pine Haven No.2 Well. Using Jacobs second order equation to estimate the drawdown at
different discharge rates, it was determined that by increasing the discharge to 400 gpm,
the size of the pump required would double, from 75 horsepower to 150 horsepower. The
production potential from this well, which is controlled by the pumping level, is, therefore,
limited to less than 480 gpm. At 480 gpm, the horsepower required is greater than 200,
which is the largest horsepower submersible motor that will fit inside the 9o/s-inch diameter
casing.
Water Quality
A water sample was taken at the conclusion of the constant discharge test and submitted to
an EPA certified laboratory for analysis. In general, the quality of the water from the Pine
Haven No.2 well is very good. The water is very hard (very hard water has a hardness of
greater than 300 mg/l CaC0 3 - Pine Haven No. 2 well has a hardness of 470 mgll as
CaC0 3 ). The water is within all primary EPA standards and most of the secondary EPA
standards with the exception of sulfate (313 mg/l - standard is 250 mg/l), iron (0.56 mg/l standard is 0.3 mg/l) and total dissolved solids (TDS) 613 mg/I - standard is 500 mg/I).
The secondary standard for fluoride, although not exceeded, was found to be equal to the
standard at 2.0 mg/1.

The quality of water produced from the Pine Haven No. 2 well is very similar to the water
produced from the Keyhole No.1 Well. Field measurements of the conductivity and pH of
the water from the storage reservoir were almost identical with the water produced from the
Pine Haven No.2 well during the pump test.
Conceptual Design
Tying the new Pine Haven No.2 Well into the existing Pine Haven Water System will be a
very straightforward task. The "Well to Storage Tank Project" for the Town of Pine Haven
was recently completed in the early summer of 2002. This project included the construction
of a new well control and treatment facility. The well control and treatment facility is located
near the 250,000-galion storage tank and only about 90 feet west of the Pine Haven No.2
Well. In the design and construction of this well control facility, provisions were made for
the connection to the Pine Haven No.2 Well. Therefore, the work required to tie the Pine
Haven well into the existing system consists of completing the well (attaching a pitless
adapter unit and installing the submersible pump/motor, drop pipe, motor cable and air
lines), constructing a pipeline from the well to the existing well control building piping that
has been terminated approximately 3 feet from the south wall of the building and installing
the interior piping and valves necessary to control the flow from the Pine Haven No.2 Well.
In addition to this work, it will be necessary to bring a 460-volt, 3-phase electrical service to
the well sight. The three-phase power for the Pine Haven No.2 Well will originate from the
power supply currently in place at the existing Keyhole No. 1 well site.
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Cost Estimate
..... ,,, ....,+..... A cost estimate has been prepared to
Pine Haven Well No.2 Completion Estimate
tie the Pine Haven No.2 Well into the
PAY ITEM
QUANTITY
UNIT
ENGINI:ER
UNIT PRICE
ITEM TOTAL
existing Pine Haven water supply
system. WWDC's standard format for 1Z1:.: :2: E~~~~~~=:>:=:::=:·.:2:::::$·3::::1~~$2~~=··=··".::D::::::S5~·J)c!&·00~::~
estimating the cost to complete the
Pine Haven well has been followed.
This format includes providing for a
15% contingency to the estimated
. ···_:·M:;UUU.UI
cost for the construction and the
construction phase engineering. In
addition to the contingency, the cost
estimate includes provisions for legal
..
.
:.
fees,
permitting,
right-of-way
:>::t·
acquisition and engineering design
J"":
\:
:i
fees.
ESTlMAT_~
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1 Construction Cost Subtotal

$154,000.00

2 Construction Phase Engineering Costs (10% of 1)
3 Subtotal (1+2)

~

$169,400.00

4 Contingency (15% of 3)

S2M1.O.OO

5 CONSTRUCTION COST TOTAL (3+4)

$194,810.00

6 Design Phase Engineering (10% of 5)

$19,481.00

7 Permitting and Mitigation

$5,000.00

8 Legal Fees

$5,000.00

9 Acquisition of Access & ROW

~

SUBTOTAL· LEVEL III CONSTRUCTION TOTAL COST

Pine Haven Well No.2 Completion Estimate

Pine Haven Well No.2 Final Cost

$309,546.40

2

Less Geophysical Survey 12~-inch Diameter Borehole

3

Less Geophysical Survey 8%-inch Diameter Borehole

($4,389.00)

4

Less Pumping Test

($7,850.00)

($4,565.00)

5

Less Geophysical Caliper Log (Change Order No.1)

($1,650.00)

6

Less Geophysical Missrun Log (Change Order No.1)

($1,000.00)

7

Less 15% Markup on Geophysical Survey Costs - Change Order No.1 (Items 4 and 5)
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In addition to the cost to tie the Pine
Haven No. 2 Well into their water
System, the Town of Pine Haven will
be responsible for one-half of the
WWDC Level II cost to drill, construct
and develop the Pine Haven No. 2
Well. The total estimated cost of the
project to purchase and tie the Pine
Haven No.2 Well into the Pine Haven
system is approximately $374,000.00.

:::::

SUBTOTAL

($397.50)
$289,694.90

SUBTOTAL· LEVEL II WELL PURCHASE COST (Y. of 8)

$144,847.45

SUBTOTAL - LEVEL III CONSTRUCTION TOTAL COST (Table 5-1)
SUBTOTAL - LEVEL II WELL PURCHASE COST
PROJECT TOTAL COST
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$229,291.00
$14484745
$374,138.45

$229,291.00

Project Financing
There are several options
available to the Town of
Pine Haven for the financing
Pine Haven Well No.2 Completion Funding Options
of the proposed Pine Haven
Total Eligible Remainder
Well No. 2 Completion
for
Eligible for
Total Project Grant/Loan Just Loan· No
Project.
These funding
Cost
Package
Grant Sharing
sources
include
the
$374,138.45 $229,291.00 $144,847.45
WWDC Funding Options (Level III}
$0.00 $374,138.45
$374,138.45
State Revolving Loan Fund
Wyoming
Water
Development Commission,
Total Amount Remainder
USDA Rural Utilities Service
Eligible for
Covered by
Total Project Grant With SRLF Loan at
(RUS), State Lands and
WWDC
2Y2% Interest
Cost Eligible
Investments Board (SLIB)
$374,138.45 $114,645.50 $259,492.95
WWDC & SRLF Package
and the Wyoming State
Annual Cost
WWDC Funding Only Package· Annual Cost at 6% Interest
Revolving
Fund
(Amortized over 20 Years) on Principal Amount of $259,492.95 $22,627.79
administered by the Office of
WWDC Grant with SRLF For Total Loan Package· Annual Cost at
State
Lands
and
2.5% Interest (Amortized over 20 Years) on Principal Amount of $259,492.95 $16,633.50
Investments.
During the
SRLF For Total Loan Package· Annual Cost at 2.5% Interest
course of this project, the
(Amortized over 20 Years) on Principal Amount of $374,138.45 $23,982.27
Wyoming office of USDA
RUS was. contacted concerning the requirements necessary to obtain funding for the
proposed completion project. Because of the size of the project (relatively small), RUS
discouraged applying to them for funding. They felt that the cost to the Town of Pine
Haven to administer and obtain this funding source would be more costly than the other
alternatives.
With the two funding sources available to the Town of Pine Haven, there are three possible
funding packages available. The first is a 50% grant, 50% loan combination from the
WWDC. The second is to just apply for a loan from the SRF. While the third is a
combination of both funding sources, where a grant is obtained from the WWDC for one
half of the cost to tie the Pine Haven No. 2 Well into the Pine Haven system and a loan
from the SRF for the remaining half of the well completion cost plus one half of the cost to
purchase the well. A breakdown of the different funding options is shown. This table
shows the amount of money that is eligible for a grant and/or loan for each funding source.
End Cost to Users
The Pine Haven Master Plan Level I Study (Stetson, 2000) stated that there are 137 taps in
the present Pine Haven Water Supply System. This same report indicated that there are
no taps larger than a %-inch tap; therefore, the number of taps is the same as the
Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU). The Level I study also identified as 167 the total number
of "possible" connections or taps for the Pine Haven system. Therefore, the retirement of
the debt to purchase and complete the Pine Haven No.2 Well will be shared by presently
137 users with the potential for being shared by 167 users.
In addition to the retirement of the debt, the end users will be responsible for the added
electrical cost to operate this higher demand pump and the associated cost for its
replacement (assume a 5-year life for the submersible pump and motor). The addition of
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the Pine Haven Well No. 2 will not significantly impact the routine operation and
maintenance of the Pine Haven Water system, therefore, there will be no increase to the
operation and maintenance costs other than those costs described previously. The annual
cost to retire the debt and to operate and maintain Pine Haven Well No. 2 is tabulated
below.
Estimated Annual Cost for Pine Haven Well No.2
Annual Cost
Item
Loan Payment
$16,633.50
$8,000.00
Electrical Cost
Pump Replacement Fund
$3,000.00
$27,633.50
Total Annual Cost

This annual cost divided by the current number of taps (137) would mean a cost to the
users of $16.81. If the projected number of users is used (167), the cost per user is
$13.79. The increased electrical cost accounts for approximately 30% of the annual cost
for this project. This electrical cost is the estimated cost difference between operating the
current pump versus a new pump for Pine Haven Well No. 2 that will produce 250 gpm.
Operating the existing pump to meet average day demands and only utilizing the pump in
the new well during peak demand periods will minimize the electric cost increase to the
Pine Haven system. This scenarios applies to operating the Well No. 2 after any
contractual period where the Town may be charged a minimum monthly cost which was
established in the contract between the Town and the rural electric company to provide the
three-phase power to the site.
Environmental Report
As part of the requirements of this project, an environmental report (ER) was prepared to
comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C.4321) and was
intended to provide required environmental information to state and federal funding
agencies. On October 9, 2002, letters, based on standards provided by the WWDC, where
sent to the appropriate agencies for their response to the proposed construction.
The conclusion of this environmental study found that the construction area is entirely
within the corporate limits of the Town of Pine Haven, significant residential development is
in progress and significant human activity is present. Such activities include the use of
construction and powered lawn and yard equipment on private property. Additionally,
domestic animals ranging from house cats to domestic livestock are abundant in the area.
Based on the use of the area, it is unlikely that the minor construction proposed will be
evident over the current background of domestic activity in the area.
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